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HOME OF CHAMPIONS

IN THE SHOW RING AND ON THE HOOK
RotheRwood GlamouR GiRl

Supreme
Lowline Exhibit

14 MONTHS OF AGE

Royal Melbourne
Show 2012

◆ SUPREME AUSTRALIAN
LOWLINE EXHIBIT
◆ GRAND CHAMPION
AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE FEMALE
◆ JUNIOR CHAMPION
AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE HEIFER
◆ SMALL BREEDS INTERBREED
JUNIOR CHAMPION HEIFER

Grand
Champion
Lowline Bull

elandRa PaRk FandanGo (ai)
2 YEARS OF AGE

urne
Royal Melbo12
20
Show
◆ GRAND CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN
LOWLINE BULL
◆ SENIOR CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN
LOWLINE BULL
◆ SMALL BREEDS INTERBREED RESERVE
SENIOR CHAMPION BULL

**1ST PRIZE: BEST HEAD OF THREE**
**MOST SUCCESSFUL AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE EXHIBITOR**

Sale oF BullS and FemaleS | on FaRm ColleCted Semen aVailaBle
Contact Vicki and Philip Gilbert
55 Hadfield Road,
Cann River, Victoria 3890

Phone: (03) 5158 6575 or Mobile: 0424 146 968
Email: vicki_gilbert@bigpond.com
Website: www.rotherwoodstud.com.au
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association

president's report

From the president
2012 was a challenging year for all of
us and our thanks and congratulations
are due to all those members who
stepped up when they were needed.

bred Lowlines and some with Lowline

Our appreciation particularly to Darren

butchers. Customer reaction to Lowline

Watkins, Lana Kuipers and Michele Molloy

beef has been extremely positive.

who continued operation of the Council

Substantial numbers into the abattoirs

supply, to increase the value of our

and through it, continued our Association.

also result from Lowline bulls joining

investment in the Lowline Breed. And

beef and dairy first calving heifers and

to support the members who showcase

Lowlines are sold into the New Zealand

the Lowline breed at shows, carcase

Quinn, who volunteered onto Council in

Angus beef programme.

competitions and other events.

early 2012, reflecting the enthusiasm and

The Commercial Beef Committee is drawing

We already have the organisational

commitment to the Australian Lowline

on the experience of these members to

basis and considerable experience for

Breed evident within our membership.

introduce this year facilitated marketing

collaborative promotion, in the form of

The ALCA members who joined the

and to explore other means to assist those

the regionally based Promotion Groups

Council’s Constitutional Committee: Judy

breeders not yet big enough to be regular

in New Zealand and Australia. Council

Sainsbury, Denis Hickey and Alan Yates

meat suppliers to this niche market. More

intends to work more closely with the

put in a huge effort towards modernising

and more consumers want to know where

Promotion Groups. With new Promotion

the Association Constitution and other

their meat is coming from, more consumers

Groups formed to enable most members

regulatory and guidance documents in

want smaller cuts and they want to build

to more easily participate and collaborate

line with changed legislation and for the

relationships with the producers.

and with increased facilitation by Council,

Our thanks to Michael Noel, Roy Wheatley,
Bronwyn Grantham, Bill Belton and Steve

crosses - supplying Lowline beef at
farmer’s markets, mail order, direct to
clients including restaurants and through

ALCA President, Bill Belton.

the potential growth outcome will be

growth of the Breed.

It is a most opportune time for
Lowline beef producers.

achieved by the advocacy, passion and

Expansion of commercial Lowline

As all our leadership and almost all

beef operations is likely to provide the

management of the Association are

rationale for new participants in our

voluntary, there are many opportunities

Breed, for existing Lowline breeders to

for members to contribute their expertise

expand their herds and for cooperation

and energy to the benefit of all the

between the smaller breeders.

members of the Association. Opportunities

Belton. This Council has taken a most

Overall, there is potential to substantially

exist in the Promotion Groups, in Council

positive attitude to the work load, meeting

increase the quantity of Lowline beef

Committees and in Council.

monthly, and in between electronically and

to consumers – this will significantly

A measure of the health of an Association

by forming committees to spread the load,

contribute to enhancing the Lowline Breed.

such as ours is the proportion of members

The 2012/13 Council term got off to a
good start with enough nominations that
we needed an election. Members from
three Australian states and New Zealand’s
North and South Island form the Council Michael Noel, Tanya Falkenhagen, Gordon
Guthrie, Michele Molloy, Julie Knight,
Lynda Senger, Maurice Butler and Bill

achieving more towards our objectives -

endeavours of Association members.

contributing, ensuring that the Association

Communications, Promotions, Commercial

Potential of our membership

Beef and Constitutional Committees

Our Association founded in August 1992

supported by the Executive Committee.

by those who purchased Lowline cattle

New members

from the NSW Department of Agriculture

We welcome those who joined our

Advancing the Lowline Breed –
Commercial Beef

has grown to over 300 members. With

Association through 2012 and we will

their enthusiasm for the Lowline Breed

welcome those who join during this

The number of medium and large breeders

our 300 plus members have the potential

year. We are pleased that you have

in both Australia and New Zealand who

to grow the Breed even more.

been impressed with our Breed, with its

have successfully established direct

In 2013 we will work together to increase

unique, controlled cattle characteristics

to customer meat supply operations

breeder numbers, to increase the Lowline

to provide you certainty in whatever

is surprisingly large, some with pure

population, to increase Lowline meat

beef focus of operations you pursue. »

represents what the members want it to be.
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executive officer

Please use the experience of longer
standing members in your location, in
your local Promotion Group, from the
ALCA website and from our Council
and Committees. Please do consider
contributing your skills for the growth
and management of our Association.

Appreciation
Our Association Executive Officer of
the last two years retires in March.
Cheryl Green brought to our Association
her considerable experience in service
to breed societies. Her period with us
has been challenging and she has been
a contributor to stability. We thank you
Cheryl for your service to members
and to Councils. We wish you enjoyable
years ahead.
ALCA Council appreciates that the
success of the Lowline Breed is due
to the members of our Association: in
showing Lowlines at Royal, regional and
local agricultural shows; in exhibiting
Lowline meat in carcase competitions;
in promoting Lowlines at field days and
exhibitions; in bringing Lowline beef
to consumers; in publicising our Breed
through advertising and editorial in
agricultural journals through to local
newspapers; in participating as Lowline
breeders in industry forums; and in
members involvement in the Council,
Committees and Promotion Groups.
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Farewell
Cheryl
time for a change

“I never did
a day’s work
in my life, it
was all fun”

Throughout our lives we are
confronted with many changes
possibly none bigger than retirement.
After 26 years at ABRI including two as
Lowline Executive Officer I have made
the decision to embrace the coming
of age and retire from full time work.
My plan is to spend more time with my
cattle and do some travelling, the
families overseas are expanding.

Thomas A Edison
Outgoing Executive Officer, Cheryl Green.

I have been fortunate to have worked with many breeds including obviously Lowlines
during my time at ABRI as well as having several different positions. Technology way
back then is not what it is today, I now have a PC on my desk, fast speed internet, a
state of the art database and access to a top of the range photocopier. This is a far
cry from 26 years ago with a typewriter that was shared and a DCL computer that
just chugged along.
I first became involved with Lowline when ABRI took over the secretariat in 1998,
David McDonald was the Executive Officer and I did the accounts. I have watched
with interest the development of your breed and have followed all the show
successes, seen the enthusiasm of the youth, especially in schools, witnessed the
success of farm gate sales and getting the seed stock out to commercial producers.
Over the last 2 years as Executive Officer I have been privileged to have chats with
many members. Your enthusiasm for your cattle shines through. I thank you for your
friendship and wish there had been more opportunities to meet face to face.

This year and beyond we look forward
to building enhanced member
participation and collaboration to
initiate significant growth of the Lowline
Breed and value for all our members.

I also must say a big thankyou to all the councillors that I have worked with. Each
and everyone has put in 100% and supported me in all tasks, some being quite
a challenge. I hope members appreciate all the time and effort that your Council
representatives have given and continue to give freely for the Lowline Cattle
Association. Keep up the good work, be kind to my replacement and just remember
to enjoy your wonderful cattle.

Bill Belton AM

Cheryl Green

Our new Executive Officer – Aimee Klabe
Aimee joined the ABRI in March 2011 as a registrar. In her time at ABRI she has taken on
the EO role with the Australian Belted Galloway Association as well as maintaining registrar
roles with the South Devon Cattle Society of Australia and the Texas Longhorn Association.
Growing up on the family property located 60km North of Armidale running cattle and sheep
- and for quite some years a piggery she won a Rotary Exchange to New Zealand in 2002
spending 3 months on a dairy farm in Taranaki. Prior to working for ABRI she spent 3 years
in the mining industry as a field assistant working closely with both geologists and drillers
sampling remote areas for gold deposits and also in the environmental department working
with the indigenous Australians to protect heritage areas and places of spiritual importance.
Aimee says she thoroughly enjoys her work at ABRI and looks forward to being involved with
Lowline breeders and sharing their interest.
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bigger is not always better

Moderating
frame size for
profit gain
Bigger is not always better when it comes
to reproductive and productive efficiency
Back in 2010 US Cattleman Lee Leachman of Colorado on
a visit to Australia stated that “ Profitability is the most
important trait in your herd. Breeders are getting stuck
on estimated breeding values (EBVs) when they should be
worrying about profit”.
In an article published in The Land newspaper Sheena Coffey

where in all breeds there is a concerted effort to reduce frame,

wrote that he argued that too many cows are too big for

add muscle and focus on producing an earlier maturing turn-off

commercial beef operations. It is a view shared across the US

animal that can be fattened on grass. He said an intense focus on
breeding traits, particularly growth – which had resulted in a 30%
increase in the size of mature cows since 1970 may have resulted

A Tale Of Betty And Rosie

in quicker turn-off and faster weight gain, but had not in turn had

To illustrate a moderate-sized cow has increased profitability,
Mr Leachman used the example of 500kg Betty and 636kg Rosie.

a positive impact on profit levels. Mr Leachman quoted research

Profitability	Betty	Rosie
40%
Weans % of body weight
47%
=
236kg
254kg
At 200c/kg (this article was written in 2010!)
$470
$508

increased 100kg to 600kgs from 1970 to 1999 “We can roughly

Rosie brings in $38 more
Feed costs for cow and calf

$350

$419

Feed cost difference of $69
Cost difference of $69 less income difference of $38 gives a
profit difference of $31 in Betty’s favour.

which showed the average cow size in Angus and Hereford had
extrapolate they’ve gone up another 100kgs since then”.
Research had shown bigger cows wean a lower percentage
of their body weight, he added. By focussing on growth and
the underlying trait of appetite, producers had pushed feed
consumption skywards: “for a 10% cow size increase, we get a
70% increase in consumption”.
Gunning for more kilograms on calves via growth traits had also
reduced cow fertility and longevity, with more moderate-sized
mothers outliving and breeding their larger counterparts.
The key to profitability was, Mr Leachman said, building a

Herd size (head)
% weaned per cow exposed
Wean weight as % of cow weight
Weaning weight at 8 months kg
Total weaning weight kg
Total calf revenue $
Total profit advantage $6,329
Profit advantage per cow per year $63.29

120
87%
87%
235kg
24,534kg
$49,068

100
84%
84%
255kg
21,370kg
$42,739

moderate-sized cow and crossing her with bigger bull,
“that way you can have the best of both worlds”.

The key to profitability is building
a moderate-sized cow and
crossing her with bigger bull
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commercial lowline research

The half blood
Lowline cow
is diamond in
the rough
Using Lowlines in a Commercial Research Herd
At 2012 American Lowline Annual Meeting Kris Ringwall,
North Dakota State University Dickinson Extension Research
Center spoke on how the center has been using Lowline cattle
as part of their cross breeding system in their commercial
cow herd since 2004. This is an extract from his talk taken
from the American Lowline Ledger.
The center initially used Lowline bulls over conventional
commercial cattle to produce F1 first cross cattle and followed
them through to the feedlot. They established that with final
weights of 1100 – 1300lbs (498 – 588kg) and consistent quality
grading the turn- off could definitely fit into the industry. They
then took a couple of years off from using Lowlines but then
something happened that really turned their heads. “We were
using these conventional calving ease bulls and ended up pulling
a lot of calves so after not using Lowlines for two years, we
got back in. OK so we had established usage on the males and
determined they had a place in the business but where did the
females fit? We bred the F1 females to Red Angus and Angus
calving ease bulls and were quite pleased with the resulting
calves. What really impressed us was the average cow weight of
the F1 relative to the weight of the calf they produced. The other
thing impressive was the less acres per pair required by the F1
compared to the conventional pair.

Cross bred female with her calf .

We have about 80 head of F1 Lowline females. From our research
we know the Lowline influence will reduce cow size. It will reduce
calving issues. We produce more ribeye area per hundred weight.
We produce more gain per acre. And the Lowline influence
creates management options that we can implement. We have
an opportunity to breed Lowline bulls to conventional heifers.
The male progeny can be marketed through traditional channels.
The F1 females from this cross – 1/2 Lowline and 1/2 conventional
heifers become your replacement heifers in a terminal Lowline
herd where all offspring from these F1’s are marketed. This beef
cattle system results in shaving 300lbs (136kgs) off cow size while
maintaining muscle and producing mainstream industry carcases”.
Kris’ enthusiasm for the Lowline cross brimmed over as he
wrapped up his dicussion on the Lowline influence at the Dickson
Reasearch Center. “The half blood Lowline is really a diamond
in the rough, she is really somewhat undiscovered. Our research
shows the F1 Lowline female makes a terrific cow herd. Your
challenge is to breed more heifers to Lowline bulls to make the
F1’s and let people try them. You need to tell your story – they
work, they really do”.
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Windsor Park lowlines

Windsor
Park
careful breeding
Bob Smith was working in the Solomon Islands
back in the late 1980’s when his sister and
brother in law found for him the 100 acres at
Uranquinty (south of Wagga Wagga in NSW)
which became Windsor Park.
To set himself up he then undertook a four year

Bob Smith in his first show at Wagga Wagga 1996 with Windsor Park Edward –
not clipped just washed and combed!

Advanced Certificate in Farm Technology at Wagga
Wagga TAFE. He had heard a bit about small cattle
so rang Trangie Research Station only to find the
Lowline Auction was the next day – too soon to take
the plunge!
He went and did his homework then bought his first
two cows at Trangie’s final dispersal sale in 1993.
He currently runs 18 breeders 2 working bulls
and their offspring. By using AI to outcross and
occasionally buying a cow with bull calf at foot he
has managed to breed carefully and keep three
separate lines within his small herd.

Naming policy
Bob names his cattle after the House of Windsor
and uses royal purple for their eartags. He has
progressed from Beatrice and Eugenie, his first two,
through nick names and in laws to his latest Pippa
who he says is a beautiful heifer with nice lines.
(Provocative question Bob – have you used Wallis,
Warfield, Spencer or Simpson ???)

Advice and assistance
Bob with Mt Austin students and teacher and their Lowline team
for The Rock show.

The help and encouragement Bob has received from
other Lowline breeders has made him very grateful.
Greg and Peter Rhodes of Broken Arrow (then based
near Canberra but now on Flinders Island) helped him
initially with a share in Kaptain Jackson to get things
started. Bob reckons that “what Greg doesn’t know
about Lowline history you don’t need to know”.
He is also lucky to have Hereford cattleman and
professional fitter Andrew Green nearby for ongoing
help and guidance. »
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Windsor Park

By using AI to outcross
and occasionally buying a
cow with bull calf at foot
Bob Smith has managed to
breed carefully and keep
three separate lines within
his small herd.

Bob with lots of ribbons to smile about at The Rock Show 2001.

Showing
Starting out at Wagga Wagga Show way back in 1996 Rob
showed Windsor Park Edward. He then went on to develop
a good working relationship with teacher Richard Said at Mt
Austin Secondary – the school took his young Lowlines, fed and
prepared them for shows, keeping them as long as they needed
for training the students, then returned them to Bob when no
longer needed.
At Canberra Royal in 2000 Bob showed a Windsor Park heifer
while Mt Austin took along two of his Lowline steers. One of
these went on to win the Lightweight Steer Class carcase
competition. This was to be the first ever Lowline carcase win.

Markets
Over the years Bob has been able to sell bulls commercially and
he is now justly please that they are ringing him up 3 – 4 years
later looking for a replacements. He was delighted to report a
recent buyer who had sold his Dexter herd during the drought

KimboLton
paRK
LowLine Stud

Kimbolton Park Stud has been producing Lowlines
for 18 years. We are located at Kangaroo Valley,
2hrs south of Sydney between Bowral and Berry.

and wanted to buy back in with something a bit beefier. Steers
generally go to the Wagga Wagga saleyards.

Editor's note: You also sell a few cows Bob. Remember

for
sale

RegiSteRed LowLine cattLe
with champion geneticS

Windsor Park Princess Mary - she is going very well!

According to Bob his foundation cows were “on the tall side”
compared to the very small cows people were chasing in those
early days but now he feels that they are the ideal size cow. Even
after 20 years he enjoys so much the rewards of owning cattle;
the 6pm calf frolics, the first steps of a new born calf and even
the power glares of his two bulls Charles and Earl as they keep a
watchful eye on each other.

for details

contact

cowS with calves at foot +
heifeRS in calf. Prices from $900
embRyoS for sale.
Allan Jones Farm Manager
m 0414 951 484 t 02 4465 1050
Jill Butler m 0402 244 815
www.kpslowline.com.au
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Woolstone Park nz

Woolstone
Park
the beginning
It began in the aisles of the cattle shed
at the Canterbury Agricultural Show,
New Zealand’s biggest A&P show. Philip
Worthington took an instant liking to
the sturdy black cattle in their Sunday
best ready for the show ring. Within
a year he had the first of his own
Lowline cattle on the ground at his own
property 40 km north of Christchurch
in New Zealand’s South Island.

They were a pair of embryo implants
that became the foundation bulls for the
Woolstone Park Lowline Stud which Philip
runs with his wife, Kay, just outside the
town of Rangiora.

ago after decades of planning. About half

Thirteen years after Black Prince and
Black Douglas arrived the stud now has
130 Lowlines on the 100ha combined
clay downs and stoney loam property.
Numbers have been higher but this year
the Worthingtons took the opportunity to
select the elite cows to keep and culled
some of the original breeders.

of barley on contract, and paddocks are

Farming activities
They also run an Angora goat stud for
mohair – the goat numbers have been up
to 500 but have reduced proportionately
to the cattle numbers increasing.
The two studs are balanced with growing
vegetable seeds on contract for the
New Zealand arm of an Australianbased company growing for northern
hemisphere clients.
It’s not at all uncommon for a Japanese
or Korean seed client being shown his
pak choy crop by the company field rep to
be sidetracked into the cows and calves
paddock to be charmed by the inquisitive
black babies.

Kay and Philip Worthington , ringside
at the Canterbury Show.

The vegetable crops started as a means of
making the most of an irrigation scheme
that came through the area about 10 years

of the 100ha can be irrigated, using guns,
sprinklers and K-line pods - which the cattle
find just the right size to play soccer with!
The property also grows occasional crops
shut up to make the hay and baleage
(plastic wrapped silage bale) requirements
of Woolstone, and to be able to sell
standing grass to nearby dairy farmers
to fill their silage pits.

Markets
Those dairy farmers are an expanding
breed in the area because of the irrigation
scheme which has turned previously
dryland farming properties into farms
carrying herds of up to 600 dairy cows.
They are also a market for Woolstone’s
bulls with repeat customers buying
Lowlines to run with their heifers or to
use as follow-up bulls.
Woolstone also sells breeding stock to
new Lowline owners, and bull beef to the
local market now that numbers have risen.
This year 39 breeding cows are running
with bulls and another 14 heifers will be
run also this breeding season. A further
25 heifer calves wait in the wings.
Philip has never regretted the decision to
farm the small black Australian cattle –
they have proved robust enough to deal »
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Woolstone Park nz

1

2

with North Canterbury’s dry, sometimes

Four years ago Philip approached the

young people from Queensland as part

droughty, summers and decent drops of

local Rangiora High School with a plan to

of its showing, either as team helpers

snow in the last several winters. The area

take on rural studies students to help him

or winners of a regular stock judging

gets about 26 inches (650mm) of natural

break and train and show the team.

competition, sponsored by Lowline Plus,

rainfall a year.

The upshot was a huge learning curve,

Showing and youth activities
Woolstone Park comes full circle to the
cattle stalls at the Canterbury Show each
year. Showing is a passion of Philip’s and
the stud has had its share of success.
Among the broad ribbons the stud can
count six supreme champions at New
Zealand Royals in the last 12 years --

suddenly becoming responsible for up to

that carries the prize of a trip to New
Zealand to be an associate judge there.

10 teens at a time - some new to cattle,

As the chairman of the South Island

most new to showing - for about six weeks

Lowline Promotion Group in New Zealand

before the local Rangiora show, and

Philip, a former ALCA councillor, has also

continuing for another two weeks until
the week-long Canterbury Show project
when the students spend their school
week as part of the team.

with six different animals in front of six

It’s been hugely rewarding, not just in

different judges. (The couple has also

the springboard it has provided for the

showed and won championships with the

Canterbury Show to create a competition

goats and their fleeces but Kay insists

for school team handlers as part of its

they have definitely retired from goat

youth activities but in watching the young

showing now).

people gain confidence and ability and

The camaraderie and competition more

acquire another option for a career path.

than make up for the hard work of getting

(Just as rewarding as watching a new

cattle broken in and fitted for the show

breeder who bought his first stock from

ring. And an extra reward from the last

Woolstone take his first champion ribbon

few years has been the involvement of

in the show ring.)

school-age handlers with the Woolstone

Rangiora High School won the school

Park show team.

team handlers sash for two years out of

While this is a more common thing in

the last three, stepping back this year

Australia with showing a part of the

because Woolstone did not exhibit as

school curriculum, in New Zealand the

Philip was invited to judge at Canterbury’s

young people involved in showing have

150th Show.

generally come from farms themselves.

Woolstone has also regularly hosted

been involved in marketing the breed
at the shows and conferences, and has
judged at Beef Australia.
“It’s been a bit of a hard road to get beef
breeders, stock agents and the like to
accept the breed commercially – and
that’s what the Lowline is all about,
producing beef. But we have a lot of
support in New Zealand now from other
beef breeds and , I think, we’ve got to the
stage where we can just let the animals
speak for themselves,’’ he said.
For two journalists – although Philip quit
the news game when he had his mid-life
crisis (early!) and went farming 17 years
ago – the Lowlines have proved good news.

Clockwise from top left:
1. Woolstone Park cows and calves on
the Rangiora property.
2. Philip in the judging ring at this year’s
Canterbury Show.
Story: Kay Worthington
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Brockhurst lowlines

Beginners
luck!
new breeders looking to exercise
their skills with lowline in
picturesque south australia.

After successfully breeding warm
bloods for years with Murray Greys and
Murray Grey dairy cross, new Lowline
breeders Georgie Ray and Scott Donner
went looking for a cattle breed that would
have less impact on the ground.

Georgie Ray and Scott Donner have had Brockhurst at
Meadows in the Adelaide Hills for 15 years.
They have been successfully breeding warm bloods for
many years and using Murray Greys or Murray Grey dairy
cross cattle for cross grazing with the horses. Georgie says
she started looking for cattle that would have less impact on
the ground and she also felt she wanted to change to a cattle
breed that she could enjoy working with and exercise her
skills as a professional breeder and maybe exhibit at some
stage in the future.
Early in winter 2012, she sold off her other cattle and
purchased three Lowline females in calf from Millicent
South Australia then two Lowline females in calf and young
heifer from one stud in Victoria and a mature bull from
another Victorian stud.
What a surprise when all those in-calf females dropped
all their calves on the same day – beginners luck! So
Brockhurst Lowlines are up and away with calves on the
ground with their stud prefix.

Pictured top:
Georgie Ray & Brockhurst cows.

Georgie is very pleased with the condition of her paddocks
saying there is a marked improvement - all the more
remarkable since they have had a wet winter.
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australian Lowlines
Proud producers of Gippsland Natural Beef
& the ISO 14001 compliant “Enviromeat”

Colombo Park
debussy

Photo courtesy of The Land

As well as siring the Grand Champion
Steer Carcase of the Royal Melbourne
Show 2005 Tannhauser has now
sired the Grand Champion Bull at the
Sydney Royal Easter Show three years
in a row from three different studs:
2009 ......... Urila Claudius;
2010 ......... Yarra Ranges Jackeroo; and
2011 ......... Colombo Park Debussy.

ContaCt
Lynda Senger
Collected at Total Livestock Genetics Quarantine Centre
Victoria with independent certification of quality.

LiCensed semen avaiLabLe
USA, Canada, EU, NZ, Uruguay and Australia

phone 03 5989 8032
mobile 0437 565 027
email senger2@bigpond.com
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vet talk

cattle fertility

Twinning in cattle
Dr. David Morris is a vet based in South Gippsland Victoria,
his company Bass Valley Embryo Services specializes in
cattle embryo transfer and reproductive consultancy.
Dr Morris has had extensive experience
in cattle fertility, especially the
interactions with nutrition and body
conformation.

The biology of twinning

Dairy herds have traditionally had a

Is twinning hereditary?

twinning incidence of 5 – 10 % or above.

Most reproductive traits in cattle have low
heritability. The low incidence of twinning
in the general cattle population and a long
generation interval for progeny testing,
make it difficult to control by selection.
Recent studies have concentrated on
ovulation rate as an indication of twinning
ability. These studies were able to identify
cows and heifers that have an inherent
ability to double ovulate (release two eggs
simultaneously).

It is interesting to note that as breeders
have selected for higher milk production
and fed a higher protein diet, the twinning
rate has also increased, with some dairy

Twins can be classified as non-identical

herds now having a twinning rate of 20%

or identical, with non-identical being the

or above. This seems to be associated

most common.

with the fact that high milk production

Non-identical twins originate from the

and high protein diets alter the hormone

release of two separate ova or eggs. Two

levels linked to egg follicle growth (the

eggs can be released from one ovary

development of ova / eggs on the ovary).

or one egg from each ovary. If the two

These hormone changes lead to the

eggs are then fertilized by artificial

greater chance of multiple ovulations

insemination (AI) or by natural service

(ova /egg releases from the ovary), and

by a bull, the sex of the calves is then

therefore the chance of twins.

determined at this point of conception.
Non identical twins can either be the
same sex as each other (bulls or heifers),
or mixed sex (ie: one bull and one heifer).
These calves are no more closely related
than full brothers and sisters.

Beef herds may be affected in a similar
manner. There is more emphasis, by
breeders, in selecting for higher growth
rates and weaning weights. This is
inadvertently selecting for higher milk
production from the dams. Also the

Identical twins result from one embryo

nutrition of beef herds has improved with

that splits or divides into two embryos,

many herds now being fed managed diets

during early development. This usually
occurs 8 – 10 days after conception. The
mechanism that causes this to happen
is, as yet, not understood. As the sex of
the embryos is determined at conception,
identical twins originating from a single
embryo must be of the same sex. (ie: both
bulls or both heifers). These calves are
genetically identical.

Story: Dr. david morris

like dairy herds. This being the case I
believe we will see an increase in the rate
of twinning in beef herds as well.
Identical twins are quite rare, with only

It was also identified that certain sire can
produce daughters that have this same
trait. Once these are identified, selected
matings can rapidly increase the twinning
rate in subsequent generations. This
means that the selection against twinning
is also possible.
The above facts fit in well with the work
we do in embryo transfer. Successful
embryo transfer work depends on the
donor cow super-ovulating (ie: releasing
multiple eggs at the same time from the
ovaries) over the years, we have been able
to identify donor cows that have very high
ovulation rates. This seems to be genetic
as the trait is nearly always passed onto
the daughters.

about 10% twins being born identical.

Problems associated with twinning

Identical twins are not so influenced by

Shorter Pregnancy Length – cows
carrying twins have, on average, 5 – 7
days shorter gestation length, and
therefore may be slightly immature at
birth. Birth weight of calves is also lighter.

breed, breeding and feeding strategies as
they are the result of the release of one
egg that subsequently splits or divides

Frequency of twinning and breed
differences

into two. It’s a pure chance occurrence.

Beef herds generally have a twinning

rate, with British breeds the lowest, and

Mis – Mothering – of one or both calves,
may necessitate intervention in the feeding

incidence of less than 5 %, usually 1 – 2 %.

European breeds the highest twinning rate.

and rearing of one or both the calves. »

There is a breed influence on twinning
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Retained Placenta – The incidence of the retention of the
placental membranes is increased after twin births, partly due
to shorter pregnancy length and the increased incidence of
dystokia (calving problems). This can lead to reduced conception
rate when the cow is joined again.
Dystocia (Calving Problems) – Twinning can reduce the
incidence of calving problems caused by large calf size, but
increases the chance of calving problems due to the malpresentation of the calves. This can lead to one or both the
calves not surviving.
Increased Interval from Calving to Conception – It is
well known that after delivering twins, cows can take longer to
get back into calf. The increased incidence of retained placental
membranes, calving problems, and the extra lactational stress on
the mother all contribute to this.
Freemartin Calves – “Freemartin” is the term used to
describe the infertile female born as a co-twin to a male. The
calves are non-identical twins resulting from the release and
fertilization of two eggs, one being female and the other male.
This is a problem unique to cattle.
In cattle, shortly after implantation of twin pregnancies, the
placentas join allowing blood flow between the mixed sex twins.
The male calf develops quickly and starts producing hormones
and sex determining factors that flow, (via the connected blood
vessels), to the female calf, suppressing the development of the

UPDATE

cattle fertility

BJD Vaccine
Silirum

A vaccine for Bovine Johnes Disease (BJD) is being
evaluated in a long clinically controlled trial in two
endemically infected dairy herds in Victoria. Pfizer
initiated the study in 2005 and do not expect to have the
final statistical analysis available until late in 2013. For those
not aware of the disease it can take up to 5 years before
the symptoms of the disease are apparent. So far the data
is demonstrating that the vaccine (called Silirum) appears
to have an impact on the number of animals found to be
shedding the organism post vaccination in endemic herds,
particularly younger cattle. The vaccine only needs to be
administered to an animal once in its lifetime and can be
administered to cattle of all ages from 3 weeks of age.
Pfizer advise that the vaccine is currently under review by
the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority
(APVMA). They were expecting registration in the first
quarter of 2013 but there are now questions coming in to
the APVMA from Government and Industry bodies regarding
animal identification and the role the vaccine will play in the
context of other government or industry sponsored BJD
management programs. Pfizer say that these questions may,
or may not, delay the registration process of their vaccine.

reproductive organs of the heifer calf. Freemartin heifers usually
have no ovaries or uterus and can show some male characteristics.
At least 95% of heifers born co-twin to a bull calf will be
“freemartin”. In the small percentage (ie: 5%) of heifers that are
normal, the placental membranes have not joined during pregnancy.

Implications of twinning
This article has outlined the causes of twinning and some of the
problems associated with it. Many studies have investigated the
possibility of increasing twinning rate in beef cattle, with the view
of increasing the production of beef per hectare. Most producers
would agree that the management problems associated with
twins outweigh the notion of increased beef production.

Colombo Park Yaroslavna feeding her twin bull calves 2010.
Photography: Alessandro Paternieri
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2012 results
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Show date: september 7 – 15, 2012
Judges: Tim Bayliss
Number of exhibitors: 4
Number of head exhibited: 9

Karlee Park Erin of the Glen - Snr Ch & Gr Ch Female and Supreme
Exhibit Glenlonny Lowlines.

Next show: september 6 – 14, 2013

» SHOW RESULTS
Heifer 10 - 16 months
1. Karlee Park Gemma Peter Foureur
2. Glenlonny Georgy Girl Sue Foureur
Heifer 16 - 20 months
1. Karlee Park Golden Gem Peter Foureur
Jnr Ch Heifer
Karlee Park Gemma
Cow 20 - 30 months
1. Karlee Park Flaming Star Peter Foureur
2. Wahroonga West Ella Colin Millard
3. Wahroonga West Vicki Colin Millard
Cow 30 months & over
1. Karlee Park Erin Of The Glen
Glenlonny Lowlines
Snr Ch Cow
Karlee Park Erin Of The Glen
Gr Ch Female
Karlee Park Erin Of The Glen

Karlee Park Gemma - Jnr Ch Female Peter & Sue Foureur.
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Bull 10 - 16 months
1. Karlee Park Gallileo Peter Foureur
Jnr Ch Bull
Karlee Park Gallileo
Bull 20 - 30 months
1. Karlee Park Felix Peter Foureur
Bull 30 months & over
1. Wahroonga West Jamal Colin Millard
Snr Ch Bull
Karlee Park Felix
Gr Ch Bull
Karlee Park Gallileo

SUPREME LOWLINE EXHIBIT
Karlee Park Erin Of The Glen
Sire’s Progeny Group
1. Peter Foureur
2..Colin Millard
Breeder’s Group
1. Peter Foureur
2. Colin Millard

MOST SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR
Karlee Park Felix - Snr Ch Bull Peter Foureur.

Peter Foureur

Karlee Park Gallileo – Jnr & Gr Ch Bul l Peter Foureur.
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Show date: august 9 – 18, 2012
Judges: Annette Walker
Number of exhibitors: 9
Number of head exhibited: 28

Jnr & Gr Ch Bull Tanview GJ Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen.

Next show: august 8 – 17, 2013

» SHOW RESULTS
Heifer 8 - 12 months
1. Pittsworth Girlfriend
Pittsworth State High School
2. Lik Lik Georgina Christina Schiller
3. Tanview Gift Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
Heifer 12 - 14 months
1. Allambie Gabrielle
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Kougari Gold Digger Margaret Smith

Senior Cow 20 - 24 months
1. Tanview Fair Lady
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Kougari Fannie Mae Margaret Smith
Senior Cow 24 - 30 months
1. Kobblevale Venus
Sarah & Nathan Falkenhagen
2. Dalrymple Creek Franchesca
Dalrymple Creek Lowlines
3. Kougari Fabiola Margaret Smith

Heifer 16 - 18 months
1. Dalrymple Creek Goldie
Dalrymple Creek Lowlines

Senior Cow 30 - 48 months
1. Lik Lik Exquisite Christina Schiller
2. Alambie Perfect Petal
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen

Heifer 18 - 20 months
1. Merowen Gabby Dave & Jan Wooler

Snr Ch Cow
Tanview Fair Lady

Jr Ch Heifer
Dalrymple Creek Goldie

Resv Snr Ch Cow
Lik Lik Exquisite			

Resv Jnr Ch Heifer
Allambie Gabrielle

Grd Ch Female
Tanview Fair Lady

Junior Bull 8 - 12 months
1. Tanview Gladiator
Kenneth & Tania Falkenhagen
2. Vitulus Guess Who Margo Hayes
3. Tanview Go Man Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen

Jr Ch Heifer Dalrymple Creek Goldie
Dalrymple Creek Lowlines.
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Snr & Gr Ch Cow Tanview Fair Lady
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen.
Senior Bull 30 - 42 months		
1. Goomburra Valley Mars
Dalrymple Creek Lowlines
2. Dakabin Fergus Dakabin State High School
Snr Ch Bull
Tanview Fun Time		
Resv Snr Ch Bull
Kougari Freddie Mac
Gr Ch Bull
Tanview GJ

GROUP CLASSES			
Pair of Females – Any Age
1. Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Dalrymple Creek Lowlines
3. Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
Breeder’s Group
1. Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
3. Margaret Smith
Three Bulls – Any Age
1. Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Dalrymple Creek Lowlines
Progeny Stakes			
1. Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
3. Dalrymple Creek Lowlines

MOST SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen

Tanya & Kenneth Falkenhagen also won the
Brisbane Royal High Point Achiever
award $2750 - judged over Led Steers
Penned Steers (Prime Beef) and Stud Beef.
Junior Bull 12 - 14 months
1. Dakabin Gus Dakabin State High School
Junior Bull 16 - 18 months
1. Tanview GJ Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Kougari Gigolo Margaret Smith
Junior Bull – 18 months and under 20 months
1. Tanview Fair Dinkum
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Merowen Freddo Dakabin State High School
Jnr Ch Bull
Tanview GJ			
Resv Jnr Ch Bull
Tanview Fair Dinkum
Senior Bull 20 - 24 months
1. Tanview Fun Time Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Dalrymple Creek Florian Dalrymple Creek Lowlines
Senior Bull 24 - 30 months
1. Kougari Freddie Mac Margaret Smith
2. Dalrymple Creek Forceful Dalrymple Creek Lowlines

Snr Ch Bull Tanview Fun Time Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen.
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Show date: February 24 – 26, 2012
Judges: Alastair Rayner
Number of exhibitors: 16
Number of head exhibited: 45
Next show: February 22 – 24, 2013

Cow 24 - 30 months
1. Kawala View Erin Ballarat Grammar School
2. Le-Vallay Liza Rose Adrian & Trish Martin
3. The Cedars Fern Caitlin Chandler

Jnr, Gr Ch Bull and Supreme Exhibit Tanview Fair Dinkum Kenneth &
Tanya Falkenhagen. Photography: Wayne Jenkins

» SHOW RESULTS

Resv Jnr Ch Heifer
Calden Golden Girl

Heifer 8 - 12 months
1. Calden Golden Girl Christiane Cocum
2. Le-Vallay Leah Rose Adrian & Trish Martin
3. Le-Vallay Tamara Rose
Adrian & Trish Martin

Cow 20 - 24 months
1. Wanamara Royal Opal Greg & Julie Knight
2. Daniels Little Delilah Daniel Scicluna

Cow 30 months & over
1. Allambie Valantine
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Trungley Pebbles Brian & Betty Higgins
3. Keimoi Dazzle Keith & Moira Smith
4. Marapark Clover Gail Maranik
5. Serena Downs Skyline Jewel
Christine & Michael Noel
Snr Ch Cow
Allambie Valantine
Resv Snr Ch Cow
Kawala View Erin
Gr Ch Cow
Allambie Valantine

Heifer 12 - 14 months
1 Wigram Butterscotch Ashleigh Kuipers
Heifer 14 - 16 months
1. Urila Felice Bill & Hilery Belton
2. Ramornie Fantasy Bob & Fran Tomkins
3. Serena Downs Faberge
Christine & Michael Noel
Heifer 16 - 18 months
1. Wanamara Leticia Greg & Julie Knight
2. Calden Famous Lady Christiane Cocum
3. Wigram FiFi Ashleigh Kuipers
4. The Cedars Finess Caitlin Chandler
5. Marapark Flash Gail Maranik
Heifer 18 - 20 months
1. Tanview Fair Lady
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Serena Downs Flute
Christine & Michael Noel
3. Trungley Ebony Brian & Betty Higgins
4. Bembridge Freya Ballarat Grammar School
Jnr Ch Heifer
Wanamara Leticia

Jnr Ch Heifer Wanamara Leticia Julie Knight. Photography: Wayne Jenkins
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Snr & Gr Ch Cow Allambie Valantine
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen,
handled by Kenneth with Sharnie
Rudd showing the calf.
Photography: Wayne Jenkins

Bull 8 - 12 months
1. Whitby Farm Statesman Ken & Gill Lorains
2. Trungley Whinston Brian & Betty Higgins
Bull 14 - 16 months
1. Tanview Fair Dinkum
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Daniels King Dante Daniel Scicluna
Bull 16 - 18 months
1. Wanamara Legend Greg & Julie Knight
2. Tanview Fun Time
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
3. Serena Downs Fred Bull
Christine & Michael Noel
Bull 18 - 20 months
1. Whitby Farm Sherlock Ken & Gill Lorains
2. Keimoi Fernando Keith & Moira Smith
3 Elandra Park Fig Jam
Christine & Michael Noel
4..Benaroon Zeus The Walmsley Family

Jnr Ch Bull
Tanview Fair Dinkum

Snr Ch Bull
Urila Emperor

Resv Jnr Ch Bull
Whitby Farm Sherlock

Resv Snr Ch Bull
Hidden Valley Pinjarra

Bull 24 - 30 months
1. Urila Emperor Bill & Hilery Belton
2. Serena Downs Fergus
Christine & Michael Noel
3. Tanview Freedom
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
4. Trungley Thorium Brian & Betty Higgins
5. Ballarat Grammar Elvis
Ballarat Grammar School

Gr Ch Bull
Tanview Fair Dinkum

SUPREME EXHIBIT
Tanview Fair Dinkum
Breeder’s Group
1. Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2..Brian & Betty Higgins
3. Christine & Michael Noel

Bull 30 months & over
1. Hidden Valley Pinjarra EJ Baker
2. Urila Empire Christiane Cocum
3. Tanview DJ Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen

Snr Ch Bull Urila Emperor
Bill and Hilery Belton.
Photography: Wayne Jenkins
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Show date: 22 Sept – 2 Oct, 2012
Judges: Tom Baker
Number of exhibitors: 10
Number of head exhibited: 28

Jnr Ch Heifer Gr Ch Female and Supreme Exhibit Rotherwood Glamour
Girl Vicki & Phil Gilbert. Photography: Wayne Jenkins

Next show: 21 Sept – 3 Oct, 2013

» SHOW RESULTS
Heifer 9 - 12 months
1. Serena Downs Gemstone
Christine & Michael Noel
2. Colombo Park Giselle Lynda Senger
Heifer 12 - 15 months
1..Rotherwood Glamour Girl
Vicki & Phil Gilbert
2..Barregowa Gala Gary & Shelley Turnham
3..Yarra Ranges Glee Natarsha & John Canny
Jnr Ch Heifer
Rotherwood Glamour Girl
Resv Jnr Ch Heifer
Barregowa Gala
Cow 24 - 30 months
1. Barregowa Firefly
Gary & Shelley Turnham
2. Yarra Ranges Faith
Natarsha & John Canny
3. Rotherwood Flamingo Girl
Vicki & Phil Gilbert

Snr Ch Cow Barregowa Firefly Gary & Shelley Turnham.
Gary & son Harry Turnham leading. Photography: Wayne Jenkins
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Cow over 30 months
1. Wanamara Oo-La-La Greg & Julie Knight
2. Serena Downs Emily
Christine & Michael Noel
3. Barregowa Dusk Gary & Shelley Turnham

Bull 9 - 12 months
1. Rivenmead Renaissance Marilyn Searle
2. Colombo Park Grainger Lynda Senger

Jnr Ch Bull
Rivenmead Renaissance
Resv Jnr Ch Bull
Elle Kay Gunargarang

Snr Ch Cow
Barregowa Firefly

Bull 12 - 15 months
1. Rotherwood Goliath Vicki & Phil Gilbert
2. Yarra Ranges Google Me
Natarsha & John Canny

Resv Snr Ch Cow
Wanamara Oo-La-La

Bull 15 - 18 months
1. Whitby Farm Isle of Mann Ken & Gill Lorains

Bull over 24 months
1. Elandra Park Fandango Vicki & Phil Gilbert
2. Urila Emperor Bill & Hilery Belton
3. Serena Downs Fergus
Christine & Michael Noel

Gr Ch Female
Rotherwood Glamour Girl

Bull 18 - 20 months
1. Elle Kay Gunargarang Lana & Lucy Kuipers

Snr Ch Bull
Elandra Park Fandango
Resv Snr Ch Bull
Urila Emperor
Gr Ch Bull
Elandra Park Fandango

SUPREME EXHIBIT
Rotherwood Glamour Girl

GROUP CLASSES			
Best three head
1. Vicki & Phil Gilbert
2. Gary & Shelley Turnham
3. Natarsha & John Canny
Pair of Bulls
1. Ken & Gill Lorains

MOST SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR
Vicki & Phil Gilbert

Top right:
Jnr Ch Bull Rivenmead Renaissance
Marilyn Searle.
Bottom:
Snr Ch Bull Elandra Park Fandango
Vicki & Phil Gilbert.
Photography: Wayne Jenkins
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» SHOW RESULTS
Heifer 9 – 12 mths
1. Calden Golden Girl
Christiane Cocum & Gary Bouwens
2. Tralin Black Ice Pauleen Spackman

Cow 24 – 30 mths
1. Le-Vallay Liza Rose Trisha Martin
2. Wanamara Oo-La-La Julie Knight
3. Serena Downs Emily Christine & Michael Noel

Heifer 12 – 16 mths
1. Le Vallay Tamara Rose Trisha Martin
2. Le Vallay Leah Rose Trisha Martin
3. Wigram Butterscotch Ashleigh Kuipers

Cow over 30 mths
1. Trungley Pebbles Betty & Brian Higgins
2. Serena Downs Skyline Jewel
Christine & Michael Noel
3. Salisbury Park Starlet
Paul & Gregory Phillips
4. Tiny Haven Erica Lana & Lucy Kuipers

Heifer 16 – 20 mths
1. Yarra Ranges French Kiss Natarsha Canny
2. Wanamara Leticia Julie Knight
3. Calden Famous Lady
Christiane Cocum & Gary Bouwens
4. Wigram Fifi Ashleigh Kuipers
JUNIOR CHAMPION HEIFER
Yarra Ranges French Kiss
RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION HEIFER
Calden Golden Girl
Cow 20 – 24 mths
1. Yarra Ranges Faith Natarsha Canny
2. Serena Downs Flute
Christine & Michael Noel

SENIOR CHAMPION COW
Trungley Pebbles
RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION COW
Le-Vallay Liza Rose
GRAND CHAMPION FEMALE
Trungley Pebbles
Bull 9 – 12 mths
1. Trungley Whinstone Betty & Brian Higgins
Bull 12 – 16 mths
1. Elle Kay Gunargarang Lana & Lucy Kuipers
2. Elle Kay G-Force Lana & Lucy Kuipers

Show date: April 5 – 18, 2012
Judges: James Laurie
Number of exhibitors: 10
Number of head exhibited: 27
Next show: 21 mar – 3 apr, 2013

Bull 16 – 20 mths
1. Wanamara Legend Julie Knight
2. Elandra Park Fig Jam
Christine & Michael Noel
3. Serena Downs Fred Bull
Christine & Michael Noel
JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL
Wanamara Legend
RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL
Trungley Whinstone
Bull 24 – 30 mths
1. Serena Downs Fergus Christine & Michael Noel
2. Trungley Thorium Betty & Brian Higgins
3. Tralin Black Winner Pauleen Spackman
SENIOR CHAMPION BULL
Serena Downs Fergus
RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION BULL
Trungley Thorium
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Top left (page 24):
Snr & Gr Ch Cow
and Supreme Exhibit
Trungley Pebbles
Brian & Betty Higgins.
Handler Gary Bouwens.
Top right:
Jr Ch Heifer
Yarra Ranges French Kiss
Natarsha Canny.
Middle:
Jr & Gr Ch Bull
Wanamara Legend
Julie Knight .
Bottom:
Snr Ch Bull
Serena Downs Fergus
Christine & Michael Noel.
Photography: Wayne Jenkins

GRAND CHAMPION BULL
Wanamara Legend

GROUP CLASSES			
Two Bulls Not over 24 mths
1. Betty & Brian Higgins
2. Lana & Lucy Kuipers

SUPREME LOWLINE EXHIBIT &
winner of the Roger Barlow
Trophy (donated by Betty & Brian
Higgins) Trungley Pebbles.
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Editor's note:
Only the Heifer results and
the Jnr Ch Heifer photo were
published in last years Journal
so here we make amends.
Show date: April 14 – 27 2011
Judges: Larry Cutler
Number of exhibitors: 16
Number of head exhibited: 44

Supreme Exhibit Colombo
Park Debussy held by Tim Reid
with Judge Larry Cutler and
Lynda Senger holding the Roger
Barlow Trophy.
Photography: courtesy of The Land

» SHOW RESULTS

Resv Snr Ch Cow
Elandra Park Bombshell

Cow 20 - 24 mths
1. Allambie Alesha
R & P Miller & Estate of Tammy Breuer
2. Serena Downs Skyline Jewel
Christine & Michael Noel

Bull 12 - 16 months
1. Tanview Freedom
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
2. Serena Downs Fergus
Christine & Michael Noel

Cow 24 - 30 months
1. Le-Vallay Matilda Rose Trisha Martin
2. Kobblevale Roma Daniel Scicluna

Bull 16 - 20 months
1. Trungley Thorium Brian & Betty Higgins
2. Tralin Black Winner Pauleen Spackman
3. Salisbury Park Excitabull Paul Phillips
4. Allambie Eject
R & P Miller & Estate of Tammy Breuer

Cow over 30 mths
1. Allambie Moonbeam
R & P Miller & Estate of Tammy Breuer
2. Elandra Park Bombshell
Christine & Michael Noel
3. Trungley Jessie's Gem
Brian & Betty Higgins
4. Trungley Pebbles Brian & Betty Higgins
Others in catalogue order as placings not known:
Allambie Perfect Petal
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
Rotherwood Delilah Caitlin Chandler
Le-Vallay Lilly Trisha Martin
Allambie Silka Lana & Lucy Kuipers
Allambie Sunshine Paul Phillips
Snr Ch Cow
Allambie Moonbeam

Jnr Ch Bull
Trungley Thorium
Resv Jnr Ch Bull
Tralin Black Winner
Bull 20 - 24 months
1. Elandra Park Elvis Jane Ristrom
2. Trungley Corundum Brian & Betty Higgins
Bull 24 - 30 Months
1. Hidden Valley Pinjarra Ella Baker
2. Urila Empire Christiane Bilboe
3. Allambie E Der Jazzman
R & P Miller & Estate of Tammy Breuer
4. Daniel's King Toby Daniel Scicluna
5. Elle Kay Excalibur Lana & Lucy Kuipers

Bull 30 - 36 months
1. Colombo Park Debussy Lynda Senger
2. Tanview DJ Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen
3. Trungley Kryptanite Brian & Betty Higgins
Snr Ch Bull
Colombo Park Debussy
Resv Snr Ch Bull
Elandra Park Elvis
SUPREME EXHIBIT & ROGER BARLOW TROPHY
Colombo Park Debussy

Group Classes
Two bulls not over 24 months
Brian & Betty Higgins

HORDERN TROPHY
Contested by the Gr Ch Pair from all breeds at
the show - the winning pair shares $15,000
For the first time the Australian Lowline pair Colombo Park Debussy & Allambie Moonbeam
were pulled forward into the first line-up.
The Angus pair won but it was a significant
step forward for the Australian Lowline breed
in 2011
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Show date: 29 Sept – 5 Oct, 2012
Number of exhibitors: 1
Number of head exhibited: 2
Next show: 28 Sept – 5 Oct, 2013

» SHOW RESULTS
Bull 18 – 21 months
1 Harcourt Condah David & Stacy Collins
Jnr Ch Bull
Harcourt Condah
Gr Ch Bull
Harcourt Condah
Cow over 33 months
1 Harcourt Junipa David & Stacy Collins
Snr Ch Cow
Harcourt Junipa
Gr Ch Female
Harcourt Junipa

royal nd
eala
new z w
sho
to)
(waika

Show date: november 27 – 28, 2012
Judges: Judy Smythe
Number of exhibitors: 2
Number of head exhibited: 5
Next show - fielding: Dec 6 – 8, 2013

Supreme Lowline Exhibit Ploughbrite Easter Sally Yearbury.

» SHOW RESULTS
Calf Born On or After 1 June 2012
1 Ploughbright Holiday Sally Yearbury
2 Triple M Coastal Spirit
Sandy & Katherine Moore
Jnr Heifer
1 Triple M Winter Angel
Sandy & Katherine Moore
Snr Cow 3 yrs and Over
1 Ploughbrite Easter Sally Yearbury
2 Triple M Midnight Gem
Sandy & Katherine Moore
Supreme Ch Lowline
Ploughbrite Easter Sally Yearbury
– No bulls were exhibited –

Beef All-Breeds

Judge: Simon Collin Assoc. Lauren McWilliams
Jnr Heifer
Triple M Winter Angel - 4th out of 7 exhibits
Snr Cow 3 yrs and Over with Calf
Ploughbrite Easter - 2nd place out of 15
exhibits (a Saler won but Easter was ahead
of Angus Belgian Blue Gelbvieh Hereford and
Simmental exhibits)
Production Cow Class 2 Years and Over
with Calf at Foot
(50 points conformation 50 points cow v calf weight)
Ploughbrite Easter 4th place out of 15 exhibits
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show champions
2012 results
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Top:
Jacqui Schiller presented with their trophy photo album by Jeanette
Stebbins with Exquisite and happy handlers.

Show date: may 6 – 12 2012
Judges: David Greenup
Number of exhibitors: 15
Number of head exhibited: 47

Bottom:
Kim with Dalrymple Goldie.

Next show: may 4 – 9, 2015

Photography: LongYard Photography

» SHOW RESULTS
Calf Ch Heifer
Dalrymple Creek Goldie
Chris & Kim Burns
Resv
Splityard Fauna Little Miss Lowlines
Jnr Ch Heifer
Tanview Fair Lady
Tanya & Kenneth Falkenhagen
Resv
Splityard Flo Little Miss Lowlines
Snr & Gr Ch Female
Lik Lik Exquisite Colin & Jacqui Schiller
Resv
Allambie Valantine
Tanya & Kenneth Falkenhagen

Calf Ch Bull
Aldridge Galahad
Aldridge State High School
Resv
Kobblevale Hector Lee & Philip LaBrie
Jnr & Gr Ch Bull
Tanview Fair Dinkum
Tanya & Kenneth Falkenhagen
Resv
Pepperina Command Performance
Miguel Family
Snr Ch Bull
Tanview Freedom
Tanya & Kenneth Falkenhagen
Resv
Vitulus Exceptionabull
Kate Gray (Southern Star Elite)
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» SHOW RESULTS
Ch Jnr Heifer
Edsal Lucy Harvey & Sally Rhodes
Ch Snr Cow & Supreme Exhibit
Ashmore Jemima Gordon & Debbie Guthrie
– No bulls were exhibited –
Beef All Breeds Yearling Heifer
Judge: Geoff Bush (Cootamundra NSW)
Ashmore Charley Gordon & Debbie Guthrie
Placed 6th out of 45 exhibits

"Take her up" Geoff Bush indicating
to handler April Donaldson leading
Ashmore Charley.

Show date: november 14 – 16, 2012
Judges: Philip Worthington Assoc.
	Phoebe bridges (Aust)
(see story on Youth activities)
Number of exhibitors: 2
Number of head exhibited: 4

Next show: november 13 – 15, 2013

Royal
ng
geelo
w
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» SHOW RESULTS
Ch Cow or Heifer
Bembridge Freya Ballarat Grammar
Ch Bull & Supreme Exhibit
Urila Emperor Bill & Hilery Belton

Urila Emperor with Lysiane
Belton.

Show date: october 20, 2012
Judges: Rod bowles
Number of exhibitors: 3
Number of head exhibited: 6
Next show: October 17 – 20, 2013
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» SHOW RESULTS
Jnr Ch Heifer
Yenalom Genoa Peter & Denise Moloney
Snr & Gr Ch Female
Karlee Park Cosmic Star
Glenlonny Lowlines
Jnr & Gr Ch Bull
Yenalom Gangster Peter & Denise Moloney

Sue Fourer with Karlee Park
Cosmic Star.

Show date: october 19 – 20, 2012
Judges: stuart ham
Number of exhibitors: 6
Number of head exhibited: 22

Snr Ch Bull
Karlee Park Felix Glenlonny Lowlines

Next show: october 13 – 25, 2013

orth
pittsw w
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» SHOW RESULTS
Jnr Ch Heifer
Pittsworth Fiction Pittsworth State High
Snr & Gr Ch Female
Dalrymple Creek Franchesca
Chris & Kym Burns
Jnr & Gr Ch Bull & Supreme Exhibit
Lik Lik Geronimo Colin & Jacqui Schiller
Snr Ch Bull
Kougari Freddie Mac Margaret Smith

Gr Ch Bull Lik Lik Geronimo
(Colin & Jacqui Schiller) with Meggie
Riethmuller Year 12 Pittsworth
State High.

Show date: march 9 – 10, 2012
Judges: craig gates
Number of exhibitors: 6
Number of head exhibited: 15
Next show: march 8 – 9, 2013
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Show date: march 29 – 31, 2012
Judges: Erica Halliday
Number of exhibitors: 10
Number of head exhibited: 27
Next show: April 11 – 13, 2013

» SHOW RESULTS
Calf Ch Heifer
Kobblevale Secret
Kobblevale Lowlines & Bramalow
Jnr Ch Heifer
Kougari Fanny Mae Kougari Lowlines
Snr & Gr Ch Cow
Kobblevale Venus Sarah & Nathan Falkenhagen
Calf Ch & Gr Ch Bull
Tanview Fair Dinkum
Kenneth & Tanya Falkenhagen

Top:
Calf & Gr Ch Bull & Small Breeds Interbreed Ch Bull Tanview Fair Dinkum.
Bottom:
Snr & Gr Ch Cow Kobblevale Venus with Tanya & Sarah Falkenhagen.

Jnr Ch Bull
Margaret Park Bill Trevor & Lyn Fisher
Snr Ch Bull
Vitulus Exceptionable Southern Star Elite
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The Trungley story
A chance sighting - Brian and Betty Higgins
After a chance sighting of an advertisement in the Sydney
Morning Herald in 1992 Brian & Betty Higgins purchased
their 55 acre (22 hectare) property at Bundanoon in the
NSW highlands.

had intended to buy Murray Greys but Brian had read about the
newest Australian breed called “Lowlines”. These appeared to be
just what they wanted – smaller in size, docile in nature, easy to
handle for the older “retirees”, as well as coming in on the ground

They had for a long time wanted to purchase a small holding in

floor of a new breed. They purchased two heifers from Peter &

the country and raise some beef cattle, imagining it would be

Greg Rhodes of Broken Arrow Lowline Stud – Baywatch Barbie &

a nice “retirement project”!! Brian’s father had a horse stud

Maiden Fairhair and two recipients with Lowline embryos, which

property at Muswellbrook and with this background he had

resulted in two bulls; Trungley Jet & Trungley Zircon.

attended Wagga Agricultural College, though he then spent his

From these modest beginnings, they have just tagged their 218th

working life in banking and property valuation.

calf with only having to pull one calf - no midnight veterinary

While still living and working in Sydney, they installed bores and

emergencies! This ability to calve with ease in the open paddock,

a windmill, designed paddocks and constructed fences, improved

without human intervention, was a very important characteristic

pastures and built the homestead, barn and other outbuildings

when owners such as Brian & Betty were often attending to their

in readiness for their first cattle. By 1996 they were ready,

business in the city. At one stage they were running 60 head of

having turned virgin land into a working cattle property. They

cattle on the property but due to the current very dry period,
they reduced their numbers to 48 head (including calves).
Betty credits her hands-on working knowledge of the breed to
her three-year course in Beef Production at Moss Vale TAFE,
and then to her day-to-day experience since. This was necessary
because Brian was still working in Sydney in his Valuation
business. They have also been fortunate in having the services
of loyal and dedicated staff: Peter McGrath who, with his boys,
attends to the day-to-day care and feeding of the stock as well as
managing the pastures etc. and Ian Ross, a horticulturalist who
maintains the beautiful gardens of Trungley.

Showing
The show cattle have been prepared and shown since 2001 by
Garry Bouwens, succeeding John Hutt who was with Brian &
Betty for the first five years.
The Higgins have consistently exhibited their cattle in the Sydney
and Canberra Shows since 1997, as well as local shows, with
much success. They are renowned for their quality bulls – such
champions being Jet, Blackjack (interbreed champion), Tiger’s
Eye, Tyrol, Thorium, Princestone, Cephas, Corundum, Kryptanite,
Black Marble, Nugget, Prince Mica, Prince Larimer, etc. From these
bulls and the use of artificial insemination, they have produced
champion females and wonderful breeders, such as Topaz, Opal,
Diamond Princess, Jade, Zirconia, Jessie’s Gem, and Pebbles,
among many others. Brian & Betty have from time to time
purchased females from other breeders to spread the genetics
and only recently bought in a new bull, Urila Carl, from Victoria
who Betty says has already proved himself a great asset.

Brian with contented cow Trungley Topaz and her calf Opal.

They named their property “Trungley” which is an aboriginal »
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Photo: Courtesy of The Land

Trungley pastures

Betty and Brian have
sponsored the Roger
Barlow Trophy at
Sydney Royal – Winning
it themselves in 2012

word meaning “a rock where weapons are sharpened”. They

The Roger Barlow Trophy

have such a rock on the property. Consequently, they decided to

Brian & Betty have sponsored the Roger Barlow Perpetual Trophy

name their cattle after rocks, stones or minerals which is where

at Sydney since its inception in 2000. Brian attended the Lowline

those names such as Topaz, Opal, Diamond, Sapphire, Tiger’s

Committee Meeting at which the Trophy was discussed and he

Eye, Turquoise, Nugget, Kryptanite etc come from but they do

offered to pay for it. The Trophy was then selected by the RAS of

sometimes have to use derivations.

NSW (a magnificent, large, heavy, silver, tray-size, plate) and the

Carcase competitions
Brian & Betty entered their first Hoof & Hook Carcase
competition in Canberra 2001 with Jetson (no success); the
second in Sydney 2008 with Cobalt (5th in Grand Totals and 4th
in Eating Quality); and the third in Canberra 2012 with Rockstorm
(3rd in Carcase Section). It is notable that each of these three
entries were purebred Lowline steers.

name was chosen by the Committee as a tribute to the work of
Roger Barlow at Trangie. For all those years Brian & Betty have
presented the plate to various breeders, always hoping it would
be their turn one day but alas it was not to be until 2012 when
Brian & Betty finally won the Supreme Exhibit in 2012 with their
beautiful Trungley Pebbles and her calf, Brandenberg. Such joy,
as this was their 59th Wedding Anniversary and they finally got
their names engraved on the plate.

Exports

But unfortunately all good things must come to an end – Brian

In April, 2006, a delegation of 24 Lowline cattle breeders

took seriously ill in July 2012 and died on 1st October, 2012. This

from the USA visited Trungley as part of their Austrade/ALCA

has left an enormous gap in Betty’s life and she has decided not

organized tour of Australian Lowline Studs. They said this was a

to show their cattle again so this is the end of an era. She said it

wonderful opportunity to present their animals and in particular

has been an enjoyable journey and a great learning experience.

their Grand Champion bull, Tiger’s Eye, whose semen had already
been exported to the USA. Many of the buyers were anxious to

Marketing

see the actual bull they had been using for breeding. According

It has always been Betty’s wish that the Lowlines would improve

to Betty, Tiger put on a wonderful show, stood proud in the bull

their commercial potential and that Lowline beef would be

paddock loving all the attention. The day was filmed by the ABC

displayed in all butchers’ shops as “Lowline Beef". She feels that

Landline television program and overall it was a most enjoyable

this can only be achieved if a co-operative could be formed so

and productive day for the Higgins. That same year they sold a

that small breeders could send their animals to a location where

bull, Trungley Kyanite, to Thailand. As he left only two progeny

they could be finished off and sold from there. Betty commends

in Australia – Trungley Pebbles and Trungley Tyrol (both Grand

the efforts of Garry Bouwens and Christiane Cocum nearby who

Champions of Sydney Royal) Betty feels this gives their genetics

are currently promoting the breed in such a way through their

quite a rarity factor in Australia.

“Beefalicious” enterprise.
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youth
activities

St Marys of the
Angels School,
Nathalia Vic first
Students (left-right) Lucy Crowther, Georgia Nelson,
Caitlyn Hamilton, Jack Nelson and Alexander
Chester with their first place Lightweight Class,
Steer on the Hoof at Royal Melbourne Show 2012.
Purebred Lowline Steer from Ken & Gill Lorains of
Whitby Farm.
Photography: Wayne jenkins taken at Royal Melbourne Show
Hoof & Hook competition 2012.

show champions Photography
A reminder to all that if you win any of the four
championships at a Royal Show to please make sure you
get a professional or suitably high quality photo taken
with the sash won at that particular show.
Poor quality ‘phone photos and badly posed paddock
shots often taken months later, display little regard for
the opportunity the Journal gives you for free publicity.
The photo should be emailed to the ALCA Secretariat
as soon as possible with a covering advice stating Show,
award/s won, animals name and exhibitors name.
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activities

In the pink
At Last – good things come to those who
persist ! Junior member Lucy Kuipers
along with sister Lana has been showing
since 2006 (when she was only 14) as Elle
Kay Lowlines.
At Royal Melbourne in 2012 their Junior
Bull Elle Kay Gunargarang was Resv Jnr Ch
– their first ever broad ribbon.

Co ng ra tul at ion s!

youth
activities

Handlers
camp
Another successful Handlers
Camp was run by Stud Beef
Victoria in July with over 110
participants who camped for 4
days of workshops at the Royal
Melbourne Showgrounds.
Lowlines for the judging exercise
were provided by Ballarat
Grammar Barragowa Black
Label and Whitby Farm.
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age shall not weary them

Oldies
but goodies
Are there any other vintage girls out
there still raising a good calf?
Greenlea Rosie was born at Mugga Lowlines on the slopes of
Mt Mugga in the city of Canberra. She is now 16+ years and
still raising a good calf each year.
According to Tori Brown she still has perfect feet a huge udder

Broken Arrow Baywatch Barbie at 17 years,
with her latest calf inset.

and all her teeth which are worn down but intact!

classes which she runs for the Grammar

Rosie has an important role as their demo milking cow for all the

students at which they get to prepare and

school excursions visiting the Farmyard Nursery which they now

exhibit Lowline and Lowline cross bred steers

run on the property. Tori says that Rosie is happy to stand untied

at the Canberra Royal each year.

while 15 – 20 kids all pat her at once.

Rosie and the other Greenlea cattle were all born

The steer calves Rosie produces go into Tori’s cattle handling

and bred at Mugga Lowlines for their good friend Jan Nelson
who tragically died of breast cancer before she could realise her
dream of retiring to Maleny in Qld with her herd. All the cattle
were sold except Rosie who was gifted to Tori.
As Rosie is in good condition Tori is planning to join her one
more time in the hopes of another heifer as the last heifer calf
was back in 2006.
Broken Arrow Baywatch Barbie was born September 1995 and
purchased by Brian & Betty Higgins in September 1996.
She is now 17 years and has produced 13 calves with no losses
and is one of Betty’s favourite cows – always first to the truck for
hay and always ready for a scratch or pat.

L OW L I NE

Out of Barbies 13 progeny 7 have been bulls the most famous of
which is Tiger’s Eye and 6 were female. Through her daughter
she is Great Grand Dam of Pebbles their current champion. »

Champion GenetiCs
bulls for lease
and Cattle for sale

contact Ross French
m 0407 670 233
bigbosslowline.com

Maleny Qld

Rosie with her current calf. If you look closely
you can see her unusual marble eyes.
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USA visitor
Gary Gilbert and Peter Stebbins tagging a calf. Gary from
Duluth, Minnesota is a Lowline breeder and the USA partner
of Ardrossan in the AusAmerica Alliance.
He was in Australia on a short one week visit. His views on
the NLIS tag “I think a lot of your National ID tagging system.
A means and way to be able to trace each and every animal”

I think a lot of your National ID
tagging system. A means and way
to be able to trace each and every
animal. Gary Gilbert

.... Oldies but goodies continued

Some	
  of	
  our	
  fantas-c	
  females	
  
sired	
  by	
  Monsieur	
  Bean

Barregowa Fireﬂy
Senior Champion Cow
Royal Melbourne Show 2012

Trungley Jet at 15 yrs with Adam
Wright- Brian and Betty’s grandson.

At 17 years Betty is not sure how many more calves she can
manage but they will keep joining her.
Trungley Jet the sire of Barbie’s latest calf is another oldie still
going! Even though he is 15 years old (born April 1997) Betty points
out that he has no trouble servicing the females as his calves are
always first on the ground - she claims he can out run a rabbit down
the fence when females are cycling in adjoining paddocks.
Sadly he is now starting to look his age –very boney so Betty
feels it is time to let “the old Gentleman” go rather than have
him struggle through another winter.

Barregowa Gala
Reserve Junior Champion Female
Royal Melbourne Show 2012

Don't pay $100 per straw.
Monsieur Bean semen available
$50 per straw or $40 per straw
for lots of 10
(Prices exclude GST)

“Monsieur Bean”

Registered sires, females, licensed semen and embryos available
for local and overseas markets.
Check our website for the latest sale offerings.
Quality beef available from our paddock to your plate.
Expert and practical advice. Visitors always welcome.
Enquiries to : Gary & Shelley Turnham
42 Dixon Road, Gisborne VIC 3437
Ph: +61 3 5428 1458 or +61 418 521 791
Email: info@barregowalowline.com.au

www.barregowalowline.com.au
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Mixed
success at
first attempt
Joan and Malcolm Adams
Malcolm Adams in the chiller.

Bembridge Lowlines decided to have a go at
steer competitions.
Believing they should start out simple with a pen,
not led competition they chose the Pakenham Show
on 1 December 2012.
They delivered two steers so they could be pals in the
pen and be less stressed; a Lowline and a Lowline/
Shorthorn cross. Both steers were around 350kg
liveweight on grass and not over-conditioned.
In the subjective live judging Joan was a bit indignant
when the judge ran both of hers out as part of the
lower nine from the eighteen in the class but 2 days
later at the abattoirs (when as they say the judge
is judged by the objective assessment) the Lowline
came eighth out of the eighteen.
Rare for a Lowline he lost points for insufficient fat
cover so well begun Joan and Malcolm – a bit more

Lowline rib eye.

feed and you could win it next time!
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Steer
competition
Royal Melbourne Show 2012 Borthwick Trophy
Australian Lowline Team left to right Julie
Knight - Wanamara, Ken Lorains- Whitby Farm
and Alexander Chester of St Mary of the Angels
Secondary with a Whitby Farm steer prepared
by the school.
Photography: Wayne jenkins

Vitulus Branded
Beef places in
two major awards
Vitulus' own branded beef called Vitulus Lockyer Valley Beef
was not only a finalist in the Delicious Magazine Produce
Awards announced in July 2012 but also a Silver Medal winner
in the 2012 Royal Sydney Show Branded Beef competition.
This is the first time Vitulus has entered either award and to
receive a place in both competitions is a tremendous bonus
for the breed. This is the first time a Lowline breeder has been
placed in a branded beef competition.
The Delicious Produce Awards received over 1400 entries for
their awards and the meat is judged first on a state basis and
then on a national basis.
A number of leading chefs are invited to taste and rate the
bone-in rib eye of beef. The Sydney Competition has slightly
different rules in that the beef has to be MSA graded and strip
loins are judged. Once again this is a taste competition. The
significant part for Vitulus is that being awarded a Silver Medal
in the Open Class meant we were competing against all the
leading brands of Australia.
Vitulus came second to the Cabassi Waygu label who went onto
to become the Grand Champion Exhibit. Vitulus has again been

Livestock and semen
Contact tim or michele
07 4935 4033 or 0413 147 652
email: mitchmay@bigpond.com

www.tmhlowline.com

nominated for the 2013 produce awards.
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Australian
promotion group
round up - 2012
South Australia

New South Wales

Our Promotion Group welcomed new members and had lots

The New South Wales Promotion Group is dedicated to

of discussion on new ideas in 2012. The few studs that showed

the promotion and education of Australian Lowline Cattle

during this last year had great success and we congratulate them.

throughout NSW. Showing and exhibiting cattle at local events,

Beef Week is coming up at the end of January 2013 and we have

Agricultural Shows, and Royal Canberra and Sydney Shows.

two studs participating in a special group display at the Mt Gambier

The group aims to provide information and support to new

showgrounds called the South East Combined Field Day. The

owners, existing members and people interested in learning

Promotion Group’s very useful display trailer will be used yet

all about Lowline Cattle. It's a great way of meeting other

again to support this activity.

breeders and become involved in many activities in a friendly

Special thanks to Secretary Denise Moloney and Treasurer Sue

and social atmosphere.

Foureur for all their work. To all members a successful year
breeding and selling Lowlines.
Colin Millard

We know there are many Lowline enthusiasts in New South
Wales and through becoming a member of the Promotion Group
it will give us a broader opportunity to promote our wonderful
breed and in turn strengthen our place on the cattle scene.

Lowline Plus Queensland

Unfortunately at present the number of members in the New

With a new committee taking the helm in August 2012, Lowline

South Wales Promotion Group is very small compared to the

Plus once again offered a Junior Judging Prize for a Qld Youth

overall ALCA membership and that of other states. What this

member with the opportunity to travel to New Zealand to attend

means is that disappointingly we are limited in the level of

the Royal Christchurch Show as an Associate Judge. It is a

support we can offer, and that of course has a flow on effect

wonderful opportunity for a young member to travel overseas

for the future as we strive to keep building our presence in

and gain experience in junior judging. This year the winner of

the cattle industry.

the $500 prize was Phoebe Bridges, a student from Downlands
College in Toowoomba. The prize will once again be offered in
2013, with the youth member needing to compete in a Qld School
Judging competition, and the Toowoomba Show.
In 2013, Lowline Plus really wants to hear from Lowline breeders
about what they want from their Promotions Group. Many small
studs don't really know of reasons to join, or the benefits that
they might gain. Lowline Plus members generally want to have

It is really urgent that we grow the number of members we
have as we don't wish to be faced with the very real possibility
of becoming defunct. Membership for the Promotion Group is a
small annual fee of just $20. If you are interested in finding out
more please contact our Secretary, Michael Noel on 02 4574
3867 or 0411 486 926, alternatively you are welcome to email
on noeldr@optusnet.com.au

a greater networking aspect – sharing ideas and best practice,

Important events upcoming on the NSW Lowline 2013 calendar:

perhaps on a Facebook page.

22 – 24 Feb 	Royal Canberra Show

The new committee is also looking at how Lowline Plus can

21 Mar – 3 April	Royal Sydney Show

facilitate smaller breeders to sell their steers to larger studs with

12 - 14 April

established meat markets, in order to maximise their value.

19 – 21 April	Hawkesbury Show

Ross French

Gillian Jessup

Bathurst Royal Show
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Pictured top:
1. Ian Moreland showing what
he means at the AGM.
2. Ian with young Tarrawarra
bulls – what a beautiful day!

Southern Region
Southern Region Promotions Group (SRPG) have run several
successful events this year. Lowlines were promoted at the Rural
Lifestyle Expo held at the Ballarat Showgrounds during March
2012. It was reported that more than 2000 people came through
the gate. The focus of the expo was small scale farming and the
changing dynamics of farming practice. SRPG information boards
were on show and brochures and journals were distributed by
Ballarat Grammar School as part of their Lowline exhibition.
Possibly a ‘spin off’ from this expo has been the heightened
interest from central Victoria in Australian Lowlines.
During April, SRPG ran a successful Cattle Health Seminar, held
at the Elizabeth Walker Education Centre in Coldstream which
is part of the Victorian Animal Aid. The day was well attended
by members and non-members. We were lucky enough to have
five speakers on the day covering a variety of subjects very ably
organised by Jacqui Feagan of Tarrawarra Stud.
The first to speak was the Chairperson of Cattle and Sheep
Production Medicine who conducts research through the Animal
Welfare Science Centre. He discussed Stress and Handling
in Cattle. The focus was on the relationship between animal
and stockperson being critical to the wellbeing of the animal
reducing stress and fearfulness in cattle.
David Bolton, known probably around the agricultural shows as
judge, competitor and cattle fitter also runs a successful hoof
trimming business around Victoria. David discussed lameness
in cattle and its influences on economic cost. He discussed the
causes, prevention and treatment of lameness.
A vet from with extensive experience in a local large animal
practice discussed Communicable Diseases with special focus on
Pestivirus. He focused on the diagnosis and practical strategies
for managing and preventing the spread of communicable
diseases in cattle.
A representative from Pfizer discussed the four rights of
vaccination. Right vaccine, right timing, right technique and right
storage of vaccine. He also addressed the issues associated with
worming particularly injectable versus pour ons.
The final speaker discussed the prevention and management
of metabolic/nutritional disorders such as milk fever, fatty liver,
ryegrass staggers, bloat and ketosis. Also discussed was the
impact of water quality on water intake vs performance.
In the July school holidays SRPG again sponsored the Stud
Beef Handles Camp run at the Melbourne Showground. SRPG
supports this each year with prizes for the Young Handlers.
Whitby Farm, Ballarat Grammar, Barregowa and Black Label

1
Lowline Studs
provided cattle for
the camp which is
a great promotion
of our wonderful
Lowline cattle.
During September
The Royal Melbourne
Show was again
very successful with 10 studs from Victoria and NSW exhibiting
our Lowline breed. The quality of animals shown was again a
tribute to the studs hard work and months of preparation. After
judging SRPG presented the champions and reserve with their
trophies followed by refreshments which was a great way to
catch up with each other and finish a very successful day.
SRPG have continued to run adverts in the Weekly Times, advising
of our information packs and the Victoria Lowline website.
Our final event for the year was our Annual General Meeting,
deferred until October this year. The meeting was held in the
beautiful Yarra Valley at Tarrawarra Stud. Guest speaker Ian
Moreland of Stud Care Genetics gave a talk on cattle selection
prior to the AGM. The participants then used a Score Sheet
developed by Ian to assess a number of animals for structure,
temperament, muscle and fat score. This activity was very
enlightening for both expert and novice cattle owners. This
was followed by the AGM.and an enjoyable day rounded off
with a wonderful BBQ lunch (lowline sausages provided by
Yarra Ranges Lowlines).
For the coming year The On Farm Challenge is finally getting
closer. It is planned to run this event during April 2013 with many
members showing interest. Final arrangements are being made.
SRPG are committed to helping Young Handlers via Ballarat
Grammar School Ag program and the Std Beef Handlers Camp.
Beef is also in our sights for this coming year. We hope to
have an exhib promoting the commercial aspects of Lowlines
and Lowline beef. We hope to get as many SRPG members
involved as possible.
Joan Adams
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New Zealand
promotion group
round up - 2012

Kumeu Show

South Island
The Canterbury Show in Christchurch celebrated its 150th

Philip Worthington who was assisted by Associate Judge

anniversary this year from the 14th – 16th November. Two

Phoebe Bridges from Australia. Phoebe won the Junior Judges

exhibitors Edsal Stud and Ashmore Stud showed their animals

competition at the Heritage Ag Show in Toowoomba and won a

under the watchful eye of fellow Lowline breeder turned Judge

sponsored trip to the Canterbury Show. Phoebe and her parents
were kindly hosted by Phil and Kay Worthington in Rangiora.
Several smaller country A&P shows around the South Island
were also attended by members exhibiting Lowline cattle.
Group funds were spent on an advertisement placed in the
Straight Furrow – a national farming paper that is delivered
free to 85,000 rural households every week. It was published in
October to coincide with our show season. Copies of the advert
were also printed on soft card to be distributed at shows.
We also had two breed displays at the Canterbury Show which
attracted many enquires and some positive sales.
Finally our outdated white coats have been replaced with a
modern polo shirt, vest and cap. They are all monogrammed
with the Lowline logo and are predominately black with grey
and white accents. Many a favourable comment was made on
how smart we all looked.
Debbie guthrie

Georgia Sanderson in new breed uniform.
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tattoo letter for 2013

What’s in a name?
tattoo IDentification & naming cattle
It started with Brambletye and the navy connection –
Brambletye Admiral, Captain, Bosun etc and Des Owens
whose stud was located on the slopes of Mount Mugga went
for mountains – Mugga Majura, Bimberi etc. but neither of
these seemed to use their naming theme on females.

Tiger’s Eye, Sapphire and Topaz, Yerrinbank who chose

With Broken Arrow – well the kids got naming rights and used

House of Windsor (see page 8), Liz Hagenbach now retired had

their favourite characters so we have Broken Arrow Kaptain

Elizabeth Park and loved David Austin Roses so she had a bull

Nightcrawler and Kaptain Jackson and a least a female in

called Abraham Derby.

Baywatch Barbie (see page 32 and 34).

Most of these did not utilize the year letter in their naming

Then came Trungley who use rocks and minerals – Trungley

policy. Colombo Park used characters from opera for naming

Australian rivers for both genders – Yerrinbank Ovens and a
heifer called Tamar, Lillyput who used a theme where they used
Lord or Lady as a prefix and Woolstone Park who prefix all their
names with “black”, Windsor Park who sources names from the

both genders and also the year letter – Colombo Park
Tannhauser, Violetta, Wotan, Xerxes, Zeffirelli, Alcina etc with
Hammerstein and High C coming through on the 2012 calves.

The year letter
The year letter is the letter for Tattoo Identification used
throughout the whole Australian beef cattle industry – for all
breeds, which then immediately identifies the year of birth of the
animal. The year letter for 2013 is J. Two letters in the alphabet
are not used; I and O are deemed to be too much like numerals
and likely to cause confusion. Most studs appear to use the year
letter only for naming and come up with wonderfully creative
names especially when we were at the end of the alphabet at
X with names such as Xtreme and Xcitabul and Y with Vitulus
Ylang Ylang and Yves St Laurent.

Family names
Allambie did not use the year letter for naming but followed the
horseracing idea of names being a blend of sire and dam names
or a derivation of the cow family name – Clare’s calves became
Claremont and Clarevale. Wanamara also does this – Dreamtime
was the dam of Emu Dreaming and Currawong Dreaming while
Guiness has sired a cocktail of names !!!
For those new members we hope you enjoy naming your cattle
whichever way you choose but the purpose of this article is to
ensure that all Lowline breeders are aware the tattoo letter for
all calves born in 2013 is J.

Photo: Ardrossan Cattle
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breeders' directory
lowline studs - Austr alia & New Zealand

Windsor Park Lowline Stud

LOC-HI LOWLINES
Lockyer District High School

Lik Lik Lowlines
Wattle Hills Road
Uranquinty NSW 2652

Lowlines
LikLik
LikLik
Lowlines
Lik Lik Lowlines

02 6928 5550 | 0428 285 550 | bobsmith@activ8.net.au

PO Box 266 Gatton QLD 4343
(07) 5466 2333

Annual Cattle Sale in August

Lik Lik Lowlines
Breeding Champions for over ten years
www: likliklowlines.com.au
email; colin.schiller@bigpond.com
Breeding
Champions
for
over
years
Breeding
Champions
over
tenten
years
Phone:
07 4634for
3047
www:
likliklowlines.com.au
www:
likliklowlines.com.au
email;
colin.schiller@bigpond.com
email;
colin.schiller@bigpond.com
Phone:
4634
3047
Phone:
07 07
4634
3047

Lik Lik Lowlines

Breeding Champions for over ten years
Breeding
Champions for over ten
www:
likliklowlines.com.au
email; colin.schiller@bigpond.com
www: likliklowlines.com.au
Phone: 07 4634 3047

years

email; colin.schiller@bigpond.com
Phone: 07Breeding
4634 3047
Champions for over ten years
www: likliklowlines.com.au
email; colin.schiller@bigpond.com
Phone: 07 4634 3047

Rancho Radiata
Lowline Stud
Christina and David Clee
348 Mahurangi West Rd RD3 Warkworth, NZ
(09) 422 0492 | cleedavid@gmail.com
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TanviewStud
Lowline
Tanview
Stud Stud
Tanview Lowline
Lowline
Croftby Via Boonah, QLD

Croftby Via
QLD
Croftby
ViaBoonah,
Boonah,
QLD

For Sale
Fair For
Dinkum
Salefor sale

For Sale

and other bulls. SemenTanview
from Freedom - who was

Junior Champion Bull at the
Tanview Freedom
- who was
DJ available.
Brisbane Ekka 2011.
Junior
Champion
Bull at- the
Tanview
Freedom
who
was
Fair Dinkum
won2011.
Junior andOther bulls for sale.
Brisbane
Ekka
Junior
Champion
Bull at the

Grand Canberra Supreme Exhibit,
Also available is semen from
Brisbane
2011.
Other
bulls
forEkka
sale.
rocky
2012
Junior
and
Grand
Bull.
Tanview Freedom, Tanview DJ

1583321

1583321

1583321

Also available is semen from

Supreme
Champion
British
Bull
Other
bulls
sale.
Call
Tanya
(07)
5463for
6734,
Mob 0418 734 615
Tanview
Freedom,
DJ
for West
MoretonTanview
Show Circuit.
Email:
tanview.limousins@bigpond.com
Also available is semen from

Call Tanya (07) 5463 6734,
Mob 0418
734 615
Tanview
Freedom,
Tanview DJ
Email: tanview.limousins@bigpond.com

Call Tanya (07) 5463 6734, Mob 0418 734 615
Email: tanview.limousins@bigpond.com

Contact:
Contact:
Sue Sue
PO Box
197,197,
PO Box
Glencoe,
SA, SA,
52915291
Glencoe,
Phone:
04070407
251 251
041 041
Phone:

Woolstone
Park
Woolstone
Park
Rancho
Radiata
Lowlines
Lowlines
Lowline
Stud
Woolstone
Park
Lowlines

Supreme
SupremeChampion
Champion
Christina
and David
Clee
NZ
NZRoyal
RoyalA&P
A&PShow
Show

2002,
2002,2006,
2006,2007,
2007,2008,
2008,2009
2009&&2010
2010
348
Mahurangi
West
Rd
RD3
Warkworth,
NZ
Supreme
Champion
Philip
&&
Kay
Worthington,
Philip
Kay
Worthington,
Woolstone,
McIntosh’s
Road,
RD
1 RANGIORA,
7471,
NZ
Woolstone,
McIntosh’s
Road,
RD
1 RANGIORA,
7471,
NZ
NZ|Royal
A&P
Show
(09)
422
0492
cleedavid@gmail.com
Phone:
+64
3 313
6730
Phone:
+64
3 313
6730
2002, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 & 2010
Email:
woolstone@
scorch.co.nz
Email:
woolstone@
scorch.co.nz
Philip & Kay Worthington,
Woolstone, McIntosh’s Road, RD 1 RANGIORA, 7471, NZ
Phone: +64 3 313 6730
Email: woolstone@ scorch.co.nz

PLACE your

stud name here

to reserve this space in the 2014 Lowline Journal
contact ALCA - email lowline@abri.une.edu.au
or call 02 6773 3144.

Be apart of the Lowline Stud listing

interesting

cow
facts

Bembridge
Lowline Stud

Joan & Malcolm Adams
286 Darnum-Shady Creek Road,
DARNUM VIC 3822
(03) 5627 8606 OR
0412 842725
joanadams@dcsi.net.au
>> A cow can climb up the stairs, but cannot climb down.
This is because her knees cannot bend properly.
>> A cow produces around 200,000 glasses of milk in her lifetime.
>> A cow stands up and sits down about 14 times a day.
>> A cow usually spends 6-7 hours in a day eating cud and
around 8 hours on chewing it.
>> Almost all the cows chew at least 50 times per minute.
>> An average cow has more than 40,000 jaw movements in a day.
>> Cows can drink up to 158 litres of water a day.
>> Cows do not bite grass; rather they curl their tongue around it.
>> Cows have almost total 360-degree panoramic vision
but cannot see right behind.
>> Cows have an acute sense of smell and can smell something up
to 6 miles away.
>> Many medicines, including insulin and estrogen, are made from
the glands of the cow.
>> The optimum operating temperature for a cow is 10° degrees celcius.
>> Cows have cloven hooves. In galloping through boggy places
or in deep mud, cattle can run faster than a horse. Their toes
spread, and therefore their wide feet do not sink so deep as
do those of the solid-hoofed horse.
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association

alca Merchandise & council members

members of
ALCA Council
2012 - 2013

badge $5

Bill Belton - President
3 Yal Yal Road, Merricks VIC 3916
03 5989 8357
lowlines@beltons.com.au

caps $15

cover yourself
with lowline
merchandise

Maurice Butler - Councillor
PO Box 639 Whakatane NEW ZEALAND 3158
+64 7 307 0530
bbqranch@gmail.com

How to order?

Gordon Guthrie - Treasurer
729 Methven Highway, RD6 Ashburton
NEW ZEALAND 7776
+64 3 302 4964
gguthrie@xtra.co.nz

Tanya Falkenhagen - Jnr Vice President
1261 Carneys Ck Road, Croftby
Via Boonah QLD 4310
07 5463 6734
tanview.limousins@bigpond.com

travel mug $12

It is now possible to purchase any of the
Lowline merchandise online. To place your
order, visit www.lowlinecattleassoc.com.au
clicking on members > merchandise.

Julie Knight - Councillor
791 Major Plains Road, Major Plains VIC 3725
03 5828 6490
wanamara@westnet.com.au
Michele Molloy - Councillor
351 Coorooman Creek Road,
Rockhampton QLD 4701
07 49354033
mitchmay@bigpond.com

breed vest $50

Stubbie holder $6

keyring $5

advertising
index
Advertise enquiries:
lowline@abri.une.edu.au
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The amazing Australian Lowline
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